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Abstract
We extend SAGBI basis theory to quotient rings and explain how the quotient ring SAGBI
algorithm can be used to compute invariants. By an investigation of monomial subalgebras in
quotients by binomial ideals, the algorithm is shown to terminate for computing invariants of
the action of a torus or a nite abelian group. c© 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
MSC: 05; 13; 14
1. Introduction
The theory of SAGBI bases was introduced by Robbiano and Sweedler [12] and
independently by Kapur and Madlener [8]. Given a subalgebra A of a polynomial ring
R= k[x1; : : : ; xn] over a eld k with term order >, the initial algebra in(A) is dened
as the algebra generated by the lead terms of elements of A, and a SAGBI basis is
dened as a collection S of elements of A whose lead terms generate in(A).
The main complication in this theory is that in(A) can be innitely generated when
A is nitely generated. Aside from this complication, it is shown in [8,12] that SAGBI
bases play the same computational role for subalgebras as Grobner bases play for
ideals. Conca et al. discuss the algebraic side of SAGBI basis theory in [1], where
they subsequently study in(A) to deduce properties of A for certain families of alge-
bras A. Miller extended SAGBI basis theory to polynomial rings over a commutative
Noetherian domain in [9].
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In this paper, we extend Miller’s SAGBI basis theory to quotient rings over a com-
mutative Noetherian domain. Our impetus was a remark by Vasconcelos in [17] that
the invariant ring coming from a nilpotent action of the additive group can be pro-
cessed by the usual SAGBI basis algorithm, provided a nite SAGBI basis exists. Our
goal was to develop a similar SAGBI-type algorithm to compute invariants of algebraic
actions of algebraic groups. Unfortunately, if there is no nite SAGBI basis, the algo-
rithm does not terminate, and hence Derksen’s algorithm [3] is still the most attractive
algorithm when it is available.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a SAGBI basis theory
for quotients of a polynomial ring by an ideal I which reduces to the usual SAGBI
basis theory when I is the zero ideal. In particular, we present a modied Buchberger
criteria and Buchberger algorithm. In Section 3, we consider the simplest case of
quotient ring SAGBI theory, when A is a monomial subalgebra over a eld and I
is a binomial ideal. We show that a nitely generated monomial subalgebra has a
nite SAGBI basis if I is a lattice ideal. Finally, in Section 4, we describe how the
quotient ring SAGBI algorithm can be applied to computing invariants based upon
an observation of Vasconcelos. We show that the SAGBI algorithm terminates when
applied to computing invariants of actions of the torus or a nite abelian group, and
we present performance data for more general groups from an implementation of the
algorithm in Macaulay 2 [6].
2. SAGBI bases in quotients of polynomial rings
2.1. Denitions and elementary properties
Let us rst recall SAGBI basis theory for polynomial rings [10,12]. Let R[x] denote
the polynomial ring R[x1; : : : ; xn] with term order >. Given f 2 R[x], let lt(f) denote
the lead term of f taken with its lead coecent.
Denition 1. The initial algebra in(A) of a subalgebra AR[x] is
in(A) = R[lt(f) jf 2 A]
Denition 2. A set of elements GA is a SAGBI basis for A if
R[lt(f) jf 2 G] = in(A)
Remark. A SAGBI basis generates A as an R-algebra.
Therefore, to dene SAGBI bases for a subalgebra A of a quotient ring R[x]=I , it is
only necessary to dene an appropriate notion of lead term, lt(f), for f 2 R[x]=I .
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We do this as follows. Consider the sequence of maps
R[x]
I
−! R[x] lt−! R[x] −! R[x]in(I)
f 7! ef 7! lt(ef) 7! (lt(ef))
where R[x]=I ~!R[x] is the the map which lifts elements to their expression in terms
of standard monomials.
Denition 3. Given an element f 2 R[x]=I , we dene the lead term lt(f) to be the
image of the above sequence of maps,
lt(f):=(lt(ef)) 2 R[x]
in(I)
:
Denition 4. We dene the degree of f to be deg(f) = multideg(ef).
We can now take Denitions 1 and 2, with R[x] replaced by R[x]=I , as the denitions
of initial algebra and SAGBI basis for subalgebras of quotient rings.
Algebraic remark. The algebraic motivation behind Denitions 1{3 is the following.
The term order > denes an Nn-ltration F (I ;>) of R[x]=I into R-modules,
F (I ;>)~

R
I

=

f 2 R[x]
I
deg(f)  ~ :
The ltration F (I ;>) in turn induces a ltration F (I ;>) on A, and as usual we consider
the associated graded algebra,
grF (I ;>) (A) =
M
2Nn
F (I ;>)~ A
F (I ;>)<~ A
:
If we trace through this construction, we then nd that grF (I ;>) (R[x]=I) = R[x]=in(I) and
grF (I ;>) (A) = in(A). Analogously, we nd that a SAGBI basis for A is a set of elements
GA whose images under the natural map A! grF (I ;>) (A) generate grF (I ;>) (A) as an
R-algebra. This construction is the point of view taken in [1] to dene SAGBI bases
in polynomial rings over a eld. As a general construction, it is a special case of
Robbiano’s graded structure theory [11].
Homological remark. As in the case of usual SAGBI theory, a nite SAGBI basis
over a eld k can be given the following geometric interpretation.
Proposition 1. If A k[x]=I has a nite SAGBI basis; then there is a at 1-parameter
family of k-algebras with general ber A and special ber in(A).
The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1:2 in [1] where the proposition is
proved for the case I=(0). The proposition is useful because it allows one to transport
certain homological properties of in(A) to A.
Notation. We shall denote the normal form of an element f 2 R[x] with respect to I
and the term order > by n>I (f).
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Example 1. In [12], it is shown that a nitely generated algebra AR[x] can have
innitely generated in(A). In quotient rings, this is even possible for a nitely generated
monomial algebra. Consider A=R[x] as a subalgebra of the quotient R[x; y]=(x2− xy).
If > is the purely lexicographic term order with x>y, then the standard monomial
expresssion for xi is exi = n>I (xi) = xyi−1 and
in(A) = R[lt(x); lt(x2); lt(x3); : : : ] = R[x; xy; xy2; : : : ]

 R[x; y]
(x2)
=
R[x; y]
in(x2 − xy)

which is innitely generated. On the other hand, if > is lexicographic with y>x, the
standard monomial expression for xi is exi=n>I (xi)=xi and in(A)=R[x]R[x; y]=(xy),
which is nitely generated.
2.2. SAGBI basis criteria
Using the denitions of the previous section, it is straightforward to obtain a SAGBI
basis criteria and a SAGBI basis algorithm for the quotient ring case by mimicking
Miller’s treatment for the polynomial ring case [9]. For the sake of completeness, we
shall present the details.
In this section, all products, multi-indices, and summations which are taken over
innite index sets are assumed to have nite support. We shall present a criterion for
a set G= ff1; f2; : : :g (not necessarily nite) of generators of A to be a SAGBI basis.
The potential obstructions to G being a SAGBI basis are due to the S-polynomials of
G, which are the elements in the kernel J of
in(’) : R[y1; y2; : : : ]! R[x]in(I) yi 7! lt(fi):
The ring R[y1; y2; : : : ] inherits an ordered-Nn-grading from the monomial grading and
term order > of R[x],
R[y1; y2; : : : ] =
M
(d1 ;:::; dn)2Nn
Gd1 ;:::; dn ;
Gd1 ;:::; dn = Spanf(ye11 ye22   )je1deg(f1) + e2deg(f2) +   = (d1; : : : ; dn)g;
Gd1 ;:::; dn >y Gc1 ;:::; cn , (d1; : : : ; dn)> (c1; : : : ; cn):
Given q 2 R[y1; y2; : : : ], we get from the ordered grading the standard notions:
in(q) = highest nonzero graded component of q;
deg(q) = multi-index (d1; : : : ; dn) of the graded component of in(q):
These notions will be useful to us in proving the SAGBI criteria as follows. Say for
an element g 2 A = R[f1; f2; : : : ], we are given a representation g = p(f1; f2; : : :).
Then we can measure in some sense the amount of \syzygy" of the representation p
by comparing deg(p(y1; y2; : : :)) with deg(g). For instance, if p(y1; y2; : : :) 2 J is an
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S-polynomial, then deg(p(y1; y2; : : :))<deg(g). Let us also note that the ideal J is
homogeneous with respect to this grading.
The following criteria is analogous to Proposition 1:3 in [1] or Theorem 3:6 of [9].
The dierence is that we do not require grF (I ;>) (A) = in(A) to be a domain.
Remark. As indicated above, we shall often pass between dierent rings and compare
elements. The ring in which an element lies will be implicitly specied. For instance,
given a polynomial p, then p(y1; y2; : : :) 2 R[y1; y2; : : : ], while p(f1; f2; : : :) 2 R[x]=I ,
while p(lt(f1); lt(f2); : : :) 2 R[x]=in(I).
Proposition 2. Let G=ff1; f2; : : :g be a set of generators of a subalgebra AR[x]=I
and let fp1; p2; : : :g be a set of homogeneous generators of the ideal J of S-polynomials.
Then G is a SAGBI basis if and only if each pj has a straightening relation
pj(f1; f2; : : :) =
X
(1 ;2 ;:::)
( j)(1 ;2 ;:::)(f
1
1 f
r
2   )
with deg(y11 y
2
2   )<deg(pj(y1; y2; : : :)) for every (j)(1 ;2 ;:::) 6= 0.
Proof. \)" Suppose G is a SAGBI basis. Then for any p 2 R[y1; y2; : : : ], we can
write
lt(p(f1; f2; : : :)) = 1(lt(f1)11lt(f2)12   ) +   + k(lt(f1)k1lt(f2)k2   )
for some (j1; j2; : : :) and some j 2 R, and where deg(p(f1; f2; : : :))=deg(yj11 yj22   ).
In particular, we can write
p= p0 +
kX
j=1
j(y
j1
1 y
j2
2   );
where deg(p(f1; f2; : : :))>deg(p0(f1; f2; : : :)). If we continue our process on p0 and
so on, then since strictly decreasing degrees will terminate at 0, we eventually obtain
p=
KX
j=1
j(y
j1
1 y
j2
2   ) + p(fin);
where deg(p(f1; f2; : : :))  deg(yj11 yj22   ) and p(fin)(f1; f2; : : :) = 0 (since its stan-
dard lift has degree 0). Finally, if we also assume p 2 J , then
deg(p(y1; y2; : : :))>deg(p(f1; f2; : : :))  deg(yj11 yj22   )
hence p(f1; f2; : : :) =
PK
j=1 j(f
j1
1 f
j2
2   ) is a straightening relation.
\(=" Suppose fp1; p2; : : :g generate J and that each pj has a straightening relation.
Given g 2 A we wish to show that lt(g) 2 R[lt(f1); lt(f2); : : : ]. Since ff1; f2; : : :g
generate A, we can write g = p(f1; f2; : : :) for some p 2 R[y1; y2; : : : ]. We have the
following cases:
 Case 1: (in(p) 62 J ). Then we have
lt(g) = in(p)(lt(f1); lt(f2); : : :) 2 R[lt(f1); lt(f2); : : : ]
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 Case 2: (in(p) 2 J ). Then we can write in(p) =P sjpj where sj 2 R[y1; y2; : : : ].
Since in(p), and pj are homogeneous, we also may assume that sj is homogeneous
with deg(sj) + deg(pj) = deg(p). Using the straightening relations for pj, we obtain
an element
q(y1; y2; : : :) =
X
j
sj
X
(1 ;2 ;:::)
(j)(1 ;2 ;:::)(y
1
1 y
2
2   )
with deg(q)<deg(p) and
q(f1; f2; : : :) =
X
j
sjpj(f1; f2; : : :) = in(p)(f1; f2; : : :):
Finally, let p0 =p− in(p) + q. Then g=p0(f1; f2; : : :) with deg(p0)<deg(p). Since
strictly decreasing degrees must terminate, we eventually end up in Case 1 or else
g= 0.
2.3. SAGBI basis construction
For the following algorithms to be eective, we must assume that ideal membership
and syzygies are computable in R.
Subduction Algorithm.
1. INPUT: f 2 R[x]=I , subduction set G= ff1; : : : ; frg
2. INITIALIZE: g= f
3. SUBDUCTION STEP: Is lt(g) 2 R[lt(f1); : : : ; lt(fr)]?
 YES: Determine an occurence lt(g) =Pi ci  lt(f1)ei1    lt(fr)eir where deg
(yei11   yeirr ) = deg(g), set g= g−
P
i cif
ei1
1   feirr , and return to (3)
 NO: Subduction nished, goto (4)
4. SUBDUCE CONSTANTS: If eg 2 R, set g= 0
5. OUTPUT: g, the subduction of f with respect to G
SAGBI algorithm.
1. INPUT: ff1; : : : ; frg generators of a subalgebra AR[x]=I where I an ideal, >
a term order
2. INITIALIZE: G0 = ff1; : : : ; frg (Gi denotes current partial basis)
3. SUBDUCT S-PAIRS: Compute a homogeneous generating set Si for the S-poly-
nomials of Gi and let Ti be the set of non-zero subductions of these generators
with respect to Gi.
4. BUCHBERGER CRITERIA: Is Ti = ;?
 NO: Set Gi+1 = Gi [ Ti and repeat (3)
 YES: SAGBI basis construction nished, goto (5)
5. OUTPUT: Gi, a SAGBI basis for ff1; : : : ; frg
Proposition 3. If a nitely generated subalgebra AR[x]=I has a nite SAGBI basis
with respect to >; then the SAGBI algorithm terminates to a nite SAGBI basis.
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Proof of correctness. Since subduction of an S-polynomial to zero produces a straight-
ening relation, we rst note that the algorithm terminates at step j if and only if Gj is a
SAGBI basis. This is the content of Proposition 2. We now wish to show that if A has
a nite SAGBI basis, then some Gj will in fact be a SAGBI basis. Our proof follows
exactly the proof of correctness in [12] for the SAGBI algorithm in the polynomial
ring case.
The essential point is that G1=
S
i Gi is a SAGBI basis for A. To see this, note that
S1=
S
i Si is a generating set for the S-polynomials of G1. Now let Gj=fF1; : : : ; Frjg.
Given p 2 Sj, the subduction process of p with respect to Gj allows us to write
p(F1; : : : ; Frj) = s(F1; : : : ; Frj) + t
where deg(s)<deg(p) because p is an S-polynomial, and where t is the subduction
so that deg(t)<deg(p). By construction, Gj+1 actually contains t as some Ft and
therefore
p(F1; : : : ; Frj) = s(F1; : : : ; Frj) + Ft
is a straightening relation. It now follows from Proposition 2 that G1 is a SAGBI
basis.
Consequently if A has a nite SAGBI basis fg1; : : : ; gsg, then we have flt(g1); : : : ;
lt(gs)gR[lt(f) jf 2 G1]. It follows that flt(g1); : : : ; lt(gs)gR[lt(f) jf 2 Gj] for
some Gj, so that Gj is a SAGBI basis. Finally, we observe that in our algorithm, if
Gi is nite, so is Gi+1, and hence Gj is nite.
Example 2. Consider the algebra
A= R

fi = aui + bvi
gi = cui + dvi
 1  i  n1  i  n

 R[a; b; c; d; u1; : : : ; un; v1; : : : ; vn]
(ad− bc − 1)
under the lexicographic term order. Taking G0 = ffi; gigni=1 and
in(’) :R[xi; yi]ni=1 !
R[a; b; c; d; u1; : : : ; un; v1; : : : ; vn]
(ad)
xi 7! aui yi 7! cui
we see that the kernel J is generated by fxjyk − xkyjgj<k , which subduces to hjk =
ujvk − ukvj. This completes the rst step of the SAGBI algorithm. Now we take G1 =
ffi; gi; hjkg and we extend in() by fzjk 7! ujvkg. In particular, since the initial terms
of fi; gi; hjk are square-free quadratics, generators to the kernel J of in() can be
computed by the graph-theoretic techniques in [7],
J =
0BB@
xiyj − xjyi
xizjk − xjzik
yizjk − yjzik
zikzjl − zilzjk

i< j
i< j<k
i< j<k
i< j<k <l
1CCA :
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These S-pairs subduce to 0 via the straightening relations0BB@
figj − fjgi = hij
fihjk − fjhik =−fkhij
gihjk − gjhik =−gkhij
hikhjl − hilhjk = hijhkl

i< j
i< j<k
i< j<k
i< j<k <l
1CCA
hence by our criterion, ffi; gi; hjkg is a SAGBI basis for A. We shall return to this
example in Section 4 in the context of invariant theory.
Implementation. We have implemented in Macaulay 2 a script to compute SAGBI
bases for quotient rings over a eld. Our implementation is a degree-by-degree variation
of the SAGBI algorithm described above, and is based on Grobner basis methods (e.g.,
to compute S-polynomials and subduction). The script is currently written at top level
and is not optimized, but it is available upon request.
SAGBI-Grobner bases. A SAGBI-Grobner basis theory is developed by Miller in
[9]. In an analogous manner, her ideas can be adapted to a SAGBI-Grobner basis
theory in a quotient ring.
In [10], Miller also provides explicit intrinsic algorithms to compute SAGBI-Grobner
bases in a polynomial ring over a eld. These algorithms can likewise be adapted to
compute SAGBI-Grobner bases in a quotient ring over a eld. We shall not require
any of these applications here.
Remark. From now on, we shall specialize to the case where R= k, a eld.
3. Monomial subalgebras and binomial ideals
In this section, we examine the simplest case of quotient ring SAGBI theory, when
A is a monomial subalgebra and I is a binomial ideal. In this case, k[x]=I is the algebra
corresponding to the multiplicative monoid Mk[x]=I of monomials of k[x]=I , and A is
the subalgebra corresponding to a submonoid MAMk[x]=I . Likewise, k[x]=in(I) is the
algebra corresponding to a monoid Mk[x]=in(I) and in(A) is the subalgebra corresponding
to a submonoid Min(A)Mk[x]=in(I). Therefore, \in" can be viewed as an operation taking
submonoids of Mk[x]=I to submonoids of Mk[x]=in(I), and the question we ask is whether
a nitely generated submonoid is taken to a nitely generated submonoid.
We shall show that if I is a lattice ideal, then the initial algebra in(A) of a nitely
generated monomial algebra A k[x]=I is in fact nitely generated.
Denition 5. Given an integral lattice L in Zn, we dene the lattice ideal
IL = (xu − xv : u− v 2 L) k[x1; : : : ; xn]
The class of lattice ideals includes toric ideals, but not the radical binomial ideal
(x2 − xy) of Example 1. Recall in this example it was seen that the initial algebra of
the monomial subalgebra k[x] k[x; y]=(x2 − xy) is innitely generated when x>y.
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Lemma 1. Let K;M Zn be nitely generated monoids. Then
1. K \M is a nitely generated monoid.
2. For any x 2 Zn; (x+ K) \M is a nitely generated (K \M)-set.
Proof. We thank B. Sturmfels for pointing out this lemma and its proof to us. Let
k1; : : : ; ks be generators for K and m1; : : : ;mt be generators for M . Form the n(s+t+1)
integer matrix
C = [x; k1; : : : ; ks;−m1; : : : ;−mt]
and consider the submonoid kerN(C)=ker(C)\Ns+t+1 which consists of all non-negative
integer vectors u with Cu=0. It is a classical result that the monoid kerN(C) is nitely
generated [13].
Let F (0) be the set of generators of kerN(C) having rst coordinate 0, and let F (1)
be the set of generators of kerN(C) having rst coordinate 1. Both sets are nite.
For each element u= (u0; u1; : : : ; us; v1; : : : ; vt)T in either F (0) or F (1), form the element
v1m1 +   + vtmt 2 Zn. Let the resulting nite subsets of Zn be called G(0) and G(1)
respectively. Then G(0) generates K \M as a monoid, proving (1.), and G(1) generates
(x+ K) \M as a (K \M)-set, proving (2.).
Theorem 1. Let I=IL k[x]be the lattice ideal of the lattice LZn; and let A k[x]=I
be a nitely generated monomial subalgebra. Then A has a nite SAGBI basis with
respect to any term order.
Proof. Via standard monomials, the algebras A and in(A) are isomorphic as k-vector
spaces. The strategy of the proof will be to decompose A and in(A) into vector sub-
spaces where their structures agree even more, either as k-algebras or as modules, and
then to analyze these components separately.
To be specic, given any term order > on k[x], the vector space of standard mono-
mials S = Spanfx 62 in(I):  2 Nng can be decomposed (not uniquely) into the sum
(not direct)
S =
X
j;k
k[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ] + x
jkk[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ]
of a nite number of coordinate polynomial subrings and a nite number of their
translates by monomials xjk . As vector spaces, we have natural isomorphisms
k[x]
I
= S = k[x]
in(I)
:
Under these isomorphisms, on a component k[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ] of S, the corresponding
subspaces of k[x]=in(I) and k[x]=I are isomorphic as rings to k[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ]. Similarly
on a translate xjkk[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ], the corresponding subspaces of k[x]=in(I) and k[x]=I
are isomorphic as k[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ]-modules to the module x
jkk[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ]. Thus, we
can speak of a component k[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ] or x
jkk[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ] as part of S; k[x]=I , or
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k[x]=in(I). In particular, since A is a monomial algebra and I is binomial, we have the
useful decomposition
A=
X
j;k
(A \ k[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ]) + (A \ xjkk[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ])
k[x]
I
;
in(A) =
X
j;k
in(A \ k[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ]) + in(A \ xjkk[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ])
k[x]
in(I)
and on each component,
in(A \ k[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ]) = A \ k[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ]
as k-algebras, and on each translate,
in(A \ xjkk[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ]) = A \ xjkk[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ]
as (A \ k[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ])-modules. Since our decomposition of S is nite, it there-
fore suces to show that every component A \ k[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ] is a nitely generated
monomial algebra, and every translate A \ xjkk[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ] is a nitely generated
(A\ k[xij1 ; : : : ; xijhj ])-module. We shall establish these facts in the following claims. To
simplify notation, we shall consider the intersection of A with k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ] and with
xk[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ].
Claim 1. A \ k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ] is a nitely generated monomial algebra.
The strategy is to nd a k-algebra in k[x] whose image in k[x]=I is exactly A \
k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ] and to show that this algebra is nitely generated. The images of a nite
set of generators are then a nite set of generators of A.
To be specic, since A is a nitely generated monomial algebra, let fx1 ; : : : ; xrg be
monomials in k[x] whose residues in k[x]=I generate A, and let hx1 ; : : : ; xri denote
the multiplicative monoid they generate. Consider
M = fx 2 hx1 ; : : : ; xri: n>I (x) 2 k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ]g:
Note that given xu ; xv 2 M , since k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ] 62 in(I), we have n>I (xuxv) =
n>I (x
u)n>I (x
v) 2 k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ] so that xuxv 2 M . Therefore M is a multiplicative
monoid, and by denition consists of the monomials of hx1 ; : : : ; xri whose residue in
k[x]=I lands in the component k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ]. Therefore k[M ] = k[x
 2 M ] has image
A \ k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ] in k[x]=I and is the k-algebra we seek. It now suces to show that
M is a nitely generated monoid.
To do this we need an alternative characterization of M . Given xu 2 k[x], the
set of monomials whose residue in k[x]=I agrees with the residue of xu is equal to
fxv: v 2 Nn; xu−xv 2 ILg=fxv: v 2 (u+L)\Nng. By extension, the set of monomials
whose residue in k[x]=I agrees with the residue of any monomial in k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ] is
equal to
K = fxv 2 k[x]: n>I (xv) 2 k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ]g
= fxv 2 k[x]: v 2 (hei1 ; : : : ; eimi+ L) \Nng
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where hei1 ; : : : ; eimi denotes the additive monoid of Zn generated by the coordinate
vectors eij . Note K = (hei1 ; : : : ; eimi+L)\Nn is a nitely generated monoid by Lemma 1.
We now have the characterization
M = K \ hx1 ; : : : ; xri
Again by Lemma 1, M is nitely generated. This proves Claim 1.
Claim 2. A \ xk[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ] is a nitely generated (A \ k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ])-module.
The strategy is analogous to Claim 1. We wish to nd a nitely generated k[M ]-
submodule of k[x] whose image in k[x]=I is A \ xk[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ]. A nite set of
generators then becomes a nite set of generators of A \ xk[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ] as a (A \
k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ])-module since the image of k[M ] in k[x]=I is exactly A \ k[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ].
Again we consider
M 0 = fx 2 hx1 ; : : : ; xri: n>I (x) 2 xk[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ]g:
Since xk[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ]) 62 in(I); M 0 is an M -set, and by denition consists of the
monomials of hx1 ; : : : ; xri whose residue in k[x]=I lands in the translate xk[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ].
Therefore, Span(M 0) is a k[M ]-module whose image in k[x]=I is A \ xk[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ]
and is the module we seek. It now suces to show that M 0 is nitely generated as an
M -set. As before, we have
K 0 = fxv 2 k[x]: n>I (xv) 2 xk[xi1 ; : : : ; xim ]g
= fxv 2 k[x]: v 2 [+ (hei1 ; : : : ; eimi+ L)] \Nng:
By Lemma 1, since K 0 = [+(hei1 ; : : : ; eimi+L)]\Nn as monoids, K 0 is nitely generated
as a K-set, i.e. there exists a nite set fx!1 ; : : : ; x!qg such that K 0=x!1K [   [x!qK .
Hence,
M 0 =K 0 \ hx1 ; : : : ; xri
= (x!1K \ hx1 ; : : : ; xri) [    [ (x!qK \ hx1 ; : : : ; xri):
Again by Lemma 1, each piece (x!iK \hx1 ; : : : ; xri) is a nitely generated (M =K \
hx1 ; : : : ; xri)-set, and therefore M 0 is a nitely generated M -set. This proves Claim 2.
To nish the proof, we note that in(A) can be generated by the residues of generators
of M (as a monoid) and M 0 (as an M -set) that we get from considering all possible
components of our decomposition of A. Since there are nitely many components, this
proves the theorem.
Degree bounds. The proofs of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 show that when A k[x]=IL
is a nitely generated monomial subalgebra, a SAGBI basis can be obtained in principle
by computing the Hilbert bases of a series of integer programs. Algorithms to nd a
Hilbert basis using Grobner basis methods are given in [14,15]. Degree bounds for
these algorithms are also given in [15], and they can be adjusted to obtain in principle
a degree bound for the SAGBI basis.
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However, this method is probably inecient in practice. The Hilbert bases correspond
to sets of monomials of k[x], and the SAGBI basis can be taken to be the image (or
normal forms) of these monomials in k[x]=IL. Since normal forms will often coincide,
there are bound to be ineciencies.
4. Application to invariant theory
Suppose G is an ane algebraic group acting algebraically on an ane variety X .
Then the action
 :G  X ! X (g; x) 7! gx
corresponds to a k-algebra homomorphism of the function algebras
  : k[X ]! k[G]⊗ k[X ]
The following observation can be found in [17].
Proposition 4. The ring of invariants of the action  is
k[X ]G =  (k[X ]) \ (1⊗ k[X ]) k[G]⊗ k[X ]:
In coordinates; if GAmy1 :::ym ; X Anx1 :::x n with dening ideals I(G); I(X );
k[X ]G = k[ (x1); : : : ;  (xn)] \ k[x1; : : : ; xn]I(X ) 
k[y1; : : : ; ym; x1; : : : ; xn]
I(G) + I(X )
:
By the elimination property of SAGBI bases, the proposition has the immediate
consequence.
Corollary 1. If ff1; : : : ; frg is a SAGBI basis for k[ (x1); : : : ;  (xn)] with respect
to an elimination order fyig> fxjg; then ff1; : : : ; frg\k[x1; : : : ; xn]=I(X ) is a SAGBI
basis for k[X ]G (and therefore a set of generators):
Remark. From now on, we will specialize to the case where X is a vector space V
and the action is given by a representation  :G ! GL(V ).
4.1. Torus and nite abelian group invariants
In [14], Sturmfels gives Grobner basis algorithms to intersect monomial algebras,
compute torus invariants, and compute the invariants of nite abelian groups. In this
section, we present SAGBI versions of these algorithms. Under the present implemen-
tation of the SAGBI algorithm, the Grobner basis algorithms perform much faster,
although we hope to improve on this.
Algorithm 1. Intersecting monomial subalgebras.
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1. INPUT: A= k[x1 ; : : : ; xs ]; B= k[x1 ; : : : ; xt ], monomial algebras in k[x1; : : : ; xn]
2. SAGBI STEP: Compute the SAGBI basis S using an elimination term order with
fxig> fyjg of
A= k[x1 ; : : : ; xs ] k[x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yt]
(x1 − y1; : : : ; xt − yt)
3. COMPUTE GENERATORS: Form S 0 = S \ k[y1; : : : ; ys] and let T be the result
of S 0 after making the substitutions fyi 7! xigti=1
4. OUTPUT: T , a generating set for A \ B.
Remark. More generally, to compute the intersection of subalgebras A= k[f1; : : : ; fr]
and B= k[g1; : : : ; gs] in a quotient ring k[x1; : : : ; xn]=I , one can follow the above steps
and try to compute the SAGBI basis of
k[f1; : : : ; fr] k[x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; ys]I + (y1 − g1; : : : ; ys − gs)
with respect to an elimination order fxig> fyjg. However, this procedure may not
terminate.
Algorithm 2. Torus invariants. A representation (kn; A) of the d-dimensional torus
(k)dt1 ;:::;td is given by an n d integer matrix A= (aij) according to
A(t1; : : : ; td) = diag
 
dY
i=1
ta1ii ; : : : ;
dY
i=1
tanii
!
The invariant ring can be computed by the following algorithm.
1. INPUT: A= (aij) 2 Znd
2. SAGBI STEP: Compute the SAGBI basis S using any term order of
A= k[A(x1); : : : ; 

A(xn)]
k[s1; : : : ; sd; t1; : : : ; td; x1; : : : ; xn]
(s1t1 − 1; : : : ; sdtd − 1)
A(xj) = xj
dY
i=1
s
a−ji
k
dY
i=1
t
a+ji
i a
+
ji = max(aji; 0); a
−
ji = max(−aji; 0)
3. OUTPUT: S \ k[x1; : : : ; xn], a generating set for k[x1; : : : ; xn]A .
Remarks. (i) We use a specic presentation of the coordinate ring of the torus (C)d.
If we wish, we can work inside a dierent realization of the coordinate ring.
(ii) Algorithm 2 can also be applied to computing the invariants of representations
of closed subgroups of the diagonal n n matrices.
(iii) It is not hard to use the methods of [15] to compute a degree bound for
the SAGBI basis of A = k[A(x1); : : : ; 

A(xn)], as was mentioned earlier. For in-
stance, for the case of a 1-dimensional torus C, we get the degree bound 2n(n + 3)
maxi 6=jfjai1aj1j; jai1j; 1g.
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Algorithm 3. Invariants of nite abelian groups. A nite abelian group is isomorphic
to some product Cd1  Cdr of cyclic groups, hence can be embedded in Art1 :::tr with
dening ideal (td11 −1; : : : ; tdrr −1). It is a standard fact that any represenation of a nite
abelian group can be diagonalized although it may be nontrivial to nd the basis. Once
diagonalized, a representation is therefore given by an n r matrix A= (aij) 2 Nnr
according to
A(t1; : : : ; tr) = diag
 
rY
i=1
ta1ii ; : : : ;
rY
i=1
tanii
!
:
The invariant ring can now be computed by the following algorithm.
1. INPUT: A= (aij) 2 Nnr
2. SAGBI STEP: Compute the SAGBI basis S using any term order of
A= k
"
x1
rY
i=1
ta1ii ; : : : ; xn
rY
i=1
tanii
#
 k[t1; : : : ; tr ; x1; : : : ; xn]
(td11 − 1; : : : ; tdrr − 1)
3. OUTPUT: S \ k[x1; : : : ; xn], a generating set for k[x1; : : : ; xn]A .
Correctness of Algorithms 1{3. The ideals we deal with are lattice ideals, hence by
Theorem 1 and Proposition 3, the SAGBI step is always nite.
4.2. More general groups
(For this section, let k denote a eld of characteristic 0.)
In order for the SAGBI algorithm to be theoretically eective, it is necessary that
k[ (x1); : : : ;  (xn)] have a nite SAGBI basis with respect to some appropriate elim-
ination order. As the following examples will demonstrate, there are two signicant
problems to consider. First, the invariant ring k[x1; : : : ; xn]G might not have a nite
SAGBI basis, in which case k[ (x1); : : : ;  (xn)] will not have a nite SAGBI basis.
Second, even if the invariant ring has a nite SAGBI basis, the ring k[ (x1); : : : ;  (xn)]
might not have a nite SAGBI basis.
Example 3. The invariant ring of a nite abelian group action need not have a -
nite SAGBI basis. Let R = k[x1; x2; y1; y2] and let Z=2Z act on R by the permu-
tation (x1 y1)(x2 y2). Dalbec shows in his thesis [2] that the invariant subalgebra
 = k[x1 + y1; x2 + y2; x1y1; x2y2; x1y2 + x2y1] does not have a nite SAGBI basis
with respect to any term order on R and furthermore that there are uncountably many
distinct initial algebras. Of course, the action of a nite abelian group can always be
diagonalized, in which case the invariant ring becomes a nitely generated monomial
algebra and has a nite SAGBI basis.
Example 4. Even if the invariant ring k[x1; : : : ; xn]G is known to have a nite SAGBI
basis, k[ (x1); : : : ;  (xn)] might not. Consider the action of the 22 upper triangular
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matrices with determinant 1 on the 2 2 matrices by left multiplication,
ST2(k) k22  
!
k22

a b
0 c

;

u1 v1
u2 v2

7!

au1 + bu2 av1 + bv2
cu2 cv2

By Proposition 4, the invariant ring k[k22]ST2 is equal to
k[au1 + bu2; av1 + bv2; cu2; cv2] \ k[u1; u2; v1; v2] k[a; b; c; u1; v1; u2; v2](ac − 1) :
With respect to the usual elimination order fa; b; cg> fu1; u2; v1; v2g rened by degree
reverese lexicographic, it is not hard to check that
in(cu2  (au1 + bu2)i) = bicui+12 2
k[a; b; c; u1; v1; u2; v2]
(ac − 1)
is indecomposable in the initial algebra. Hence the initial algebra is innitely gener-
ated and the SAGBI algorithm does not terminate. On the other hand, in(k[k22]ST2 )=
k[k22]ST2 = k is trivial. Note also that if we use lexicographic term order, then
in(k[au1 + bu2; av1 + bv2; cu2; cv2]) is nitely generated and the SAGBI algorithm does
terminate.
Therefore, we are particularly interested in the following questions.
Question 1. Does k[x1; : : : ; xn]G have a nite SAGBI basis?
Question 2. Does k[ (x1); : : : ;  (xn)] have a nite SAGBI basis?
In this section, we will consider these questions and present some data indicating
the performance of the SAGBI algorithm.
Permutation representations. Example 3 is a special case of the invariant ring of a
permutation representation. Let us consider other types of permutation representations.
The invariant ring of Sn consists of the symmetric polynomials, and it is well known
that the elementary symmetric functions are a SAGBI basis. On the other hand, for
the group A3 = C3, it is shown in [15] that the invariant ring has an innite SAGBI.
The methods used there can be adapted to the cases of An and Cn. To summarize, we
have the following table for the lexicographic order:
G jSAGBI(k[V ]G)j jSAGBI( (k[V ]))j
Sn n ?
An 1 1
Cn 1 1
It is also interesting to compare the initial algebras of An and Cn. For example, the
initial algebra of An eventually has one new minimal generator per every n−1 degrees
while the initial algebra of Cn has many more minimal generators. Is it possible that
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for permutation representations, only the invariant ring of products of Sn has a nite
SAGBI and that the initial algebras get \further complicated" as subgroups get smaller?
SL2 representations. Consider the natural action of SL2 on 2 n matrices, k2n
a b
c d

;

u1    un
v1    vn

!

a b
c d
 
u1    un
v1    vn

:
By Proposition 4, the invariant ring is
k[k2n]SL2 = k

au1 + bv1; : : : ; aun + bvn
cu1 + dv1; : : : ; cun + dvn

\ k

u1; : : : ; un
v1; : : : ; vn

 k[a; b; c; d; u1; : : : ; un; v1; : : : ; vn]
(ad− bc − 1) :
By Example 2, k[au1 + bv1; : : : ; aun + bvn; cu1 + dv1; : : : ; cun + dvn] as a subalgebra of
k[a; b; c; d; u1; : : : ; un; v1; : : : ; vn]=(ad− bc − 1) has SAGBI basis
ffi = aui + bvi; gi = cui + dvi; hjk = fjgk − fkgj = ujvk − ukvjgi; j; k :
Hence by Corollary 1, the invariant ring has SAGBI basis fujvk − ukvjgj<k .
For other representations of SL2, we only have experimental data. Our present results,
using graded lex for (k2)n and standard elimination order for the others, are summarized
in the following table.
V jSAGBI(k[V ]SL2 )j jSAGBI( (k[V ]))j
(k2)n n(n−1)2
n(n−1)
2 + 2n
S2k2 1 5
S3k2 1 12
S4k2 2 20
S5k2 ? ?
(S2k2)2 3 12
(S2k2)3 7 31
(S2k2)4 15 ?
A \?" indicates that the SAGBI computation ran out of memory on our machine,
an UltraSparc II. In comparison, Derksen’s algorithm on our machine also ran out
of memory for V = S5k2. However, it did succeed for V = (S2k2)4 although not for
V = (S2k2)5. Derksen’s algorithm also generally ran faster.
Reductive groups. In the previous section we showed that the invariant ring of SL2
on (k2)n has SAGBI basis fujvk − ukvjgj<k . This is a special case of the following
theorem:
Theorem 2 (Sturmfels, [15]). The set of r r-minors of an r s-matrix of indetermi-
nates (tij) is a SAGBI basis; with respect to any diagonal term order on k[t]; for the
ring of invariants of the action by left multiplication of SLr on r  s matrices.
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Theorem 2 answers Question 1 for this group of representations. In the previous
section, we also answered Question 2 for the case r = 2. However, the techniques we
used there do not extend to the case of general r.
For reductive groups, Sturmfels has made the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1 (Sturmfels). The invariant ring of a connected reductive ane algebraic
group has a nite SAGBI basis with respect to some term order.
We also remark that there are degree bounds for the invariant rings of reductive
groups which could in principle be used in a degree-by-degree SAGBI algorithm [4].
However, these bounds are much too large in practice for our algorithm to be eective.
Ga representations. The invariant rings of nilpotent actions of the additive group Ga
are nitely generated by Weitzenbock’s theorem [5]. Since the coordinate ring of Ga is
a polynomial ring k[t], Vasconcelos already raised the question of whether the invariant
ring can be obtained by the ordinary SAGBI basis algorithm [17]. The following table
indicates the performance of the SAGBI algorithm on the \basic" nilpotent actions with
respect to a weighted product order:
Ga  kn  n−! kn
(t; v) 7! etAv
A=
26664
0 1 : : : 0
. . .
. . .
...
0 1
0
37775
n jSAGBI(k[kn]Ga)j jSAGBI( (k[kn]))j
3 2 4
4 4 12
5 6 20
6 ? ?
In [16], van den Essen presents a terminating algorithm to compute the invariant
rings of Ga actions. On our machine, his algorithm also ran out of memory for n= 6
while for n< 6, it used a comparable amount of time. Alternatively, the invariant ring
for dimension n is known to be isomorphic to a homomorphic image of the invariant
ring of the SL2-representation Sn(k2)k2 [5]. Hence, it is also possible to use Derksen’s
algorithm, which runs out of memory for n= 5.
Finally, we remark that for general non-reductive groups, the invariant ring need not
be nitely generated and hence an algorithm to compute a full set of invariants is not
known. Although there is no guarantee for termination, the SAGBI algorithm provides
a possible method to try.
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